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1 Introduction 

The difficulties associated. with the prob31bility density for photons were recogn~ed 
by Landau and Peierls as early as 1930 [1]. However, density obtained by them 
was not positive definite and, thus, had no physical meaning. Later, Zeldovich [2] 
obtained the following bilinear represeritation for a number of photon!J: 

N = _·_1 _ J. E(z)E(Y) + il(z)TI(Y) d3zd3y 
16~nc .. · lz- !iF (1.1) 

Here E and fi arc electromagnetic field strerigths. The ~elation ~fphot~n nonlocafu~ 
ability to other fundamental problems of modern physics has been discussed recently 
in ref. [3] which, in· fact, initiated this investigation. For the static magnetic field 
there is a topological invariant called 'helicity which is defined as [4-6] 

S=} X.ildV (1.2) 

Here A is the usual' magnetic vector. potential . (II.= curl A). Th~ main advantage 
of s is that it is invariant under the gauge transformation .A ..... X+ grad 1 under 
the condition that 'either f H decreases sufficiently fast at infinity or the normal 
component of1I.vanishes at some boundary in~ide which H ~dAare·confined. For 
the static magnetic field S characterizes to what extent magnetic lines are coupled 
with each other .. It has meaning ev~n for the sillgle .Inagnetic line. In this case it 

· estimates the screwness of this line. The relativistic generalization of helicity was 
introduced in ref. (7]. It is defined as ari integral over. the zeroth component of the 
vector 

. ·p. _: F"'~'" .'A F-;..,·_ 1 ~'"'"IIF. ... F. -'a A. a· A 
J - "' , - -{ all> all - a II - II a 2 . . 

· (L.3) 

where E"'/3-ro is a completly antisymmetric fou.rth rank tensor with €0123 .= L The 
components of the 4-current density 

i 0 =.A·il, J=il·ib+AxE (1.4) 

satisfy the equation 
ap.j~' == -2£. n (1.5) 

It follows from this that jp. is conserved only if E ·. fl = 0. ·This means that in ~ 
relativistic case helicity (1.2) has physical meaning only for the very special elec
tromagnetic fields. Another approach adopted in refs. [8,9] was grounded on the 
observation made by Stratto~ (10] that for the free clectromagiieticfield the stan~ 
dard representatio!l of field strengths . 

~E ~ -gradib :...~/.C.•:._. jj = curlA 

coexists with the following one 

E =-curlY, iJ =·-gradii!- i;J fc 
~- • eq..._. 

fV•'1 ,..,, .. ,;. • .-,.· ·.ri •··~·-..•t!"" j 
. \.'i:J~t:l:fh~-...~a..~u ~i!a.,z:'.:r& J 

· ~ 2!~~!Hd~ ~c:: s~z;::;n,;.;r.~ 1 
I . ~Sil&riOTEKif • 
\f~, .~-

(1.6) 

(1.7) 



Obviously, E and H may be united into the 2-nd rank tensor 

-o· -·· - . . -F'=-H;, F'J=€;j~c·E~c, f~v=a,.Vv-a,.V,., ~.=(W,-V) 

The following 4-i:urrent can be constructed from F~'v and V~' 

)" = p,.v · Vv 

Or, explicitly, 
) 0 =E. v, j =E. iii- jj X v 

' 0 

It is·easy to check that a,.]14 = - -· 2E · n~· It follows that 4-current J~' = j~'- ] 14 is 
conserved: a

14
J 14 = 0. The explicit components of J 1

' are 
. J ... 

J0 = jj . A-. E 0 v' 1/.= jj . <P + E X A- E 0 iii + 11 X v ·• (1.8) 
.~·: 

Some words should be a.<lded concerning the alternative representation of the electro-
magnetic strengths {1.7). In ref. [II] the nontrivial configurations of electric dipoles 
were found which are described adequately by the electric vector potential rather 
than electric scalar one. Further, a quite different functional form of the Fourier 
transforms ofA and V (sec Eq.(2.2)) suggest that they describe different degreesof 
freedoinofthe electromagnetic field. · · 
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.Relativistic helicity and its physical meaning 
. The cm1se~~ationof J~' s'uggests that the i1_1teg;al 

s =I(n ·A -E·.V) d3 x (2.I) 
I 

does not depend on time. It is the relativistic generalization of helicity for an arbi
trary. free electrom'agnetic field. For this field only transversal components of E and 
.ll.have pl1ysical meaning (however, sometimes (see, e:g., [12,I3]}_ the physical.sense 
is ascribed to the longitudinal component of electromagnetic field). The longitudinal 
component. is most easily eliminated if the Coulom~ gauge is used ,. 

\II= <P = 0, divA= divV·= 0 

To clarify the physical meaning of S, ·we perform the Fourier· expansion of field 
stre~gths and potentials according.to the following rute 

· ' .. , a(i).~.j~'(f)!!xp(if, x)d1k 

,The requi~~~e~Lof E,H: :A, V. ~o,be ~e~llead1j,to th~ following represe~tta~i~~ of th<; 
Fourier component~ [I4] . . . . ', ,: ; , .. ·.•.. .• ·,,_,L 

E(k) = '{; (](k) + /"(-,.k)), II(k) =21rVw f X (/(k) -l*(-k)) 

:! ' ~. c_., L: ;i ~ l ""~ •"_ • -: 

~2 

X(f) = "-t~(/(f) :-l( -f)), 't7 (f) = "-c:;
2 

f x (/(f)+ l*C-f)) 
, . . · ... 1r v _w _: , , ·, ~ . ..1rw- -.. . 

"(2:2) 
',--.;-· 

Here w = clkl. The function !(f) heing the photon wave function in the momentum 
~pace satisfirs the equations 

iaJ = wf~ k-f = o 

(in fact, j = cxp(-iwt) · f~ where .fo does not depend on time). Using (2.2) we. 
evaluate the E'llf'rgy of the electromagnetic field: 

£ = !£2 

+ 117 d1x = jw/':.(k)j(k)ci3k' 
' ·• 81f . '• ' ' . . 

. It· folio~s fron;· t~his il1.at p(k) ~ /*(k)[(k)/A is th~. ;;l;~t~ns density in thl' n~omentu~~ 
space. The 'total nuiubf'r of photons is given by 

•j ' ' ' ' " • ' ·: 

N = / p(k)d1
k (2.3), 

The same f'Xpression is obtained if we substitute the Fourif'r f'Xpansioti~ of E and 11 
into ( 1.1) and perform integration over the spatial variables. To clarify the physical' 
meaning of S we change E; 11, A, V in (2.1) by t.heir Fourier ~xpausions a:nd 'get 

., . 

2 'j·~ . - - . -_, ,pfc 
8= -ih,c. i k · (f*(k) X j(/c))-:;-

Now we.repre~ent /in the form (11] 

/:;=- cRfn + i':1.h 

(2.4) 

l2.5) 

Here e; and CLare tile' u;;it Vf'.ctorsfo; th~ ~ight and left circular!; p~l~;ized,ph~t~ns 
(eii: e-R =ei · eL = 1, enx eR = ieg, e-;_ x cL =.-ieg, 'ei( = k/k). · · · · 

Substitution of(2.5) ii1to (2.4) gives . . . · · · 

s =S1rc /(1!~12 -·u-;.l')d~k (2.6) 

It is easy to check that the photon density in the lliOHif'ntum space is given by p(k) = 
(1!~1 2 + lf-;_1 2)/h. This means that Sj81rcli coincides with the difference of the right 
and left circularly polarized photons. Hence, (lf~d 2 ~ lh.l2)/h ~nd '(J]A- £ii)/87rdt 
are the densitiPS "correspo~din~_!o this difference in the IIIOillf'ntum and coor~i~atc 
space; resp. Now we express f(k) in Eq.(2.3) through itR Fourier transform (J(k) = 
, 2!)3 J /(x)expt-ik · i)cilx). Then, N = J p(x)d1x;where p(i) = IJl.xWfh., Since 
p(x) is positive definite It seems at·first. that p(i) may be viewed a.~ a candidate'for 
the photon density. llowe~er, the· observable>~ of the electromagiietic fi~ld are the" , 

' ' ~ • < • - ' ' • • •• 
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field strengths E and II. The vector function /(x) is ahighly nonlocal function of 
them. To see this, we express [(f) through the Fourier components of E a1~d D 

/(k) = 
2:-:(i"J(k) + iK X ff(k)}. 
yW . 

It follows from this that the Fourier transform of j(k), that is, J(x) depends on the 
values of E and II in the whole spa.ce, not at the point x only. This is generally 
considered as a serious drawba.ck [14}. 

For the free electromagnetic field Lipkin (Hi] has obtained the cons~rved 3~rd 
rank tensor {the Ro-called zilch) composed' of field strengths and its derivatives. It 
was tra.celess and symmetric with respect to the first two indices. Later, Ragusa 
has discovered [16] the antisymmetric counterpart of the zilch t.ensor. He explicitly 
showed (17} that its components in the momentum Rpa.ce are reduced tothe integral 
over the difference of right and left circularly polarized photons ill.ultiplied by the 
first or. second power of w. Because of this the physical mea1iing of 'the zilch-type 
tensors is rather obscure. On the other hand, the helicity S given by (2.1) reduces to 
the'difference of right and left. photons. It measures the s~rewnel:lS of t.he electromag
netic field and may be considered as a rniRsing link in the list of the Lipkin-Ragusa 
invariants. Obviously, the helicity S equals zero for the plane linearly polarized elec
tromagnetic wave. The following important theorem concerning massless particles. 
was for~mlated in ,ref. [18]. 
' Theorem 1. A theory· that allows the. construction of a Lorentz-cot•ariant con

served four-current JP. cannot contain massless particles of spin J > 1/2 with non
vanishing values of the conserved charge J J 0d1x. 

In our· case, for the particles of the spin 1 (photons) there are th~ conserved 
4-vector given by (1.8) and conserved charge given by (2.1 ). At first glance, this dis
agrees with Theorem 1. However, the proof of thiR theorem given in [18] contains the 
implicit assumption that the wave function of a massless particle with definite values 
of 4-momentum and he/icily is an eigenfunction of rotation (around 3-momentum) in 
an arbitrary Lorentz reference frame (written ii1 italics helicity means the projection 
of the spin onto the direction of motion in contradistinction to. helicity defined by 
(2.1)). This in turn means that the wave function ofa particle is uniquely (up to a 
nonessential phase factor) defined by its 4~momentum and he/icily and, thus, is gauge 
invariant. In quantum electrodynamics there is no complete agreement as to what 
one means by the wave function of the photon. Some authors (see,e.g., [19]) mean 
by it the 4-potential A,, while othen; (~ec,e.g., [20]) prefer to deal with stress tensor. 
F,, . Even in different editions of the same book ([14},[21]) various definitions are 
sometimes adopted. The gauge-invariant definition of photon wave func:tion a<lopted 
in ref. (18] corresp~nds to the the seco~d defi~iti~n, i.e., to F,w. In this basis_ (i.e., 
in Fp.~) all the matrix ~lements of the 4-vector ( 1.8) are c<lual. t() ze~o. This is not 
the case for the basis a.~sociated with the .4-potent.ial Aw . . _. . , 

We briefly summarize the content oft hi~ tlection: !.he quantity(2:1) is found which 
generalizes h~licity notion for the. arbit;ary. free. electrbmag;Jeii~ 'field. ' It coincides, 
with the difference ~f the right a~d l~ft photons comp~i~g- this fleld ... The'density 
corresponding to this generalized helicity taken at some space point i is expressed 
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through the values of electromagnetic strengths and potentials taken at the same 
point: .· . ' ' · - , .. . . . . . ' ·, : :, ; , ;·. '!~;L;: ::,·:~ · ' 

-.,'J< 

3 Gauge-invariant representatio~ for t~~ ,~nergy 
of weak gravitational field '-

In the mentioned above ref. (18] anoiher theorem was proved as well. 
. Theorem 2. A theory thatallows theconstruction of a conserved Lorentz-covariant 
energy-momentum' 6~'-" for which J 6°" cflx is the "energy-mo'm~ntumjour~vect~r 'can-
not contain massless particles of spin j > 1. . . . _ , , , . 

This means, in particular, that a gauge-invariant density of the field energy does 
not exist for the Lorentz-covariant field of the. spin, 2. It wa,; 'shown' ~ ref. [22]. 
that Einsteinian gravitational equa:tions in the weak field limit and in the absence of 
in:asses coincide with the equation~ de5cribing the massless spin· i field.' Then, 'the 
above Theorem reflects the well-known difficulty with the energy density problem. in' 
the General Relativity [23]. In this section, we find the gauge-invariant expression for 
the energy of the weak gravitational field consisting of gravitational"waves.·However, 
this expression reduces to a double integral similar to {1.1). Following ref. (22], we· 
introduce the gauge-invariant (in the simse defined bCiow, see Eq.(3.7)) quantities 

1 
E;; = J4j{i = 4€jk!EimnRklmn> 

. . i ' . i ; . .• . ' 
H;; = 4€imn~jmn = 2€im;.R,.;>{j ' {3.1) 

Here R""~"'" is the Riemann tensor .. According to [22], the symm~i~c tra.celess ten
sors E;i and H;; in the weak fi~ld limit satisfy equations strongly resembling, thE? 
Maxwellian ones 

. 1 "' 
€ikllJkEii + -81H;; = 0, lJ;H;; = 0 

c 

1 
€iki&,.Hif- -81E;; ==' 0, lJ;E;; = 0 · 

c 

(3.2) 

Fm the weak gravitational field (gl'" = 6p.v+l~l'"' jh,.,j < 1) the standard equations 
connecting the curvature' tensor with Christoffel symbols have the form (24] 

R~vpo- = apr J'VU' ~ a"'r ~vp 
. . ' 

Here.r~'""'· =:= J(&,h~ + lJ"'h~'"- &,h,"'). Havingtaken into a.ccount (3.1) these Eqs. 
can be presented in the forin similiu'to the electrodynamic ones (1.6) a~d (1.7): .. 

H;j= €im,;lJ,.nAnj > 
. ··. 1 
E;· = --8tA;·- lJ;Ao· 1 ..... c· 1. . 1 

(3.3) 

E;; = -€imnOmVnj> 
1 

H·· =--&tV:·- 8.Yo· 'J '. c ,, ' J 
{3.4) 

Here 

'·•; .; A,;= iri;i, 
.. . 1 

Ao; = r4j4,· V.;_= .:_2€f;;_,.rm~i, (3.5)·. t 
Voj = -€imnf mn4 

2 . 

\ 
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Using a. gauge A~j ~ o, Vo; ~ 0 we find the f~llowing expressions for the Fo~rier 
transforms of E;;(x), H;j(x), A;;(x), V.;(x) strongly resembling electromagnetic· 

ones (2.2): -
., -~ -~ •!;~~ ••-; _ - '_.i''!..;a; ' . : ~ n:;,: _ 
E;;(k} = 7r

2
C

2
-./2(J;;(k) + f;/(-k}}, H;;(~),::;= 7r2c-./2?imn~mUn;(k)-:- J,./(-k)) 

(3.6) 

- . . .;a; . - ·.( -)) 
A;;(k) = -_t _ 

2 
._ r,;(J;;(k)-J.; -:-k , 

- . ../G. . - . • ! -V;J!k} = -t 
0 

r,;-Eimnk.,;(J,.1 (k)+J,.1 (-k)} 
-. 7rCV2 v ' 7rwy2w · 

Here G is a Newtonian gravitational constant. Symmetric traceless tensors f;1(k) 
satiSfy the equations · · · 

. i&tf;;= wf~;, kJ&j = 0 

The Hilbe~t con'dition &Aw- '~a,.h;P :=- 0 ~tmally imposed on h,., [24] leads 'to the 
following equatio~ on h,.,: · '· 

Dh,.,·= 0 

The gauge transformation 

'h1w --+ hi'" +_&,.v11 +, 011v,.,, Dv,. ,= 0 (3.7) 

does not change, the tensor R,.vpcr> conserves the Hilbert condition and does not 
change the-total energy and'momentumofthe weakgravitational field (as it adds 
compleie divergence to the energy-momentum pseudotensor). The gauge transfor
mation'(3.6) may·be used to obtain hi;;, sat.isfying the following transversal gauge 
conditions [25] . . - ' 

hu = 0, h4i = h;4_ = o, h;; =:= 0, a,.h.k = 0 

B_y taking into account of (3.6) this gets 

1 
A;;= --&th;;, Ao; = O, 

2c 

1 
V;; = 2€;,.,.,.8mhn,j> Vo; = 0 

Using the standard definition of the energy-momentum pseudo tensor (24], one easily 
finds the following expression for.the energy of the. weak gravitational field . 

£ = ~ /(A;;(i)2 + V;;(i)2)d3x (3.8) 
l61rG 

0~ the ~tl1er h~d, this energy may be p~~ented as' a double integral over the biloc~ 
gauge-invari~nt density. . . ·· · · . . · . 

£-= ~~ E;;(x)E;;(YJ + li;;(x)H;;(il) d3~d3y 
647r2G lx- !71 

(3.9) 

Expressing in (3.8) and (3.9) A;;, V;j, E;; and li;; through t.beir Fourier transforms 
and performing the integration over the spatial variables we; arrive at 

e =:= j lf•;(fWwd3 k (3.10) 

6 

A posteriori the distinction of !x--: !71 degrees in (1.1) and (3.9) may berealiied by 
the dimensional considerations. In (3.9) the fields E.; and II;; have dimensions (LJ-2

, 

the integral has dimension (LJ and with account. of the factor standing in front of the 
integral one obtains the dimension of energy. In { 1.1) the electromagnetic strength~ 
E and ll have dimensions [e]/[Lj2(e is a charge), the integral bas dimension [e]2 

and the whole expression ( 1. 1) is dimensionless, as it t~hould be. The following . 
fact remains UJ{clear to us. In the case of a weak gravitational field there are two 
equivalent Pxpressions for energy co~responding to the local (3.8) and bilocal )(3.9) 
densities. In the electromagnetic case, there is only bilocal density for the sum ( 1.1) 
of right and left photons and local density for their difference (2.1). 

4 Conclusion 
We have proved that for the free d<'ctromagnetic field the conserved gauge-noninva
riant 4-psPudovcct.or can be const.ructed. The .integral over its zeroth component is 
a gauge-invariant, independent of ti1i1e quantity that coincides with the difference 
or'the right and left plwtonA comp06ing the field. Thisconserved integral is a 
relativistic generalization of the helicity, well-known topological invariant widely 
used for th~ dcs~ripiion of the static magnetic.~ field. The Pxist.ence of such a 
quantity does not contradict. the well-known theoreiil prohibiting the existence of 
the conserved gauge-invariant 4-current composed only ofthe electromagnetic field 
strengths (likewise there is no gauge invariantdensityof the gravitational field 
density). For the weak gravitational field reducing to the gravitational waves it is 
possible to introduce the quantil.\esstrongly re~embling the electromagnetic 
poteniials. The energy. d~nsity of weak gravitational tl~ld may be' exprPssed 
tbrongh.quadratic combinat.ions of these potentials.- On the other ha1ld, the energy· 
or' the gravitational fi~ld '~iay be represeJ1ted as a~ dunbk integral over the bilinear 
gauge-invariant. dmsity. The exist~ nee of these two rqirese;ti.ati~ns does not· 
contradict the tJ!e'o'reill lllPntioned ab'ove. 'ro the end, we note the similarity of the 
electrodynamic Eqs. (i.6).( 1. 7),(2.2) to _the gravitational ones (3.2),(3.4),(3.6). 
Probably, this will be a' balm for those who believes into the .vect.or gravitational 
theory ( its nice exposition m~y be found in the book [26]). Yet, this similarity is 
limited by u;.e weak gravitat.ionoJ fields. . 
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HpenpiiiiT 06bellii,IICIIIIOilJ UIICTIJTyra ll_llcpllbiX nee; 

Afanasiev G.N.; Step~novsky Yu.P. 
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